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HOLOMORPHICALLY CONVEX COMPACT SETS
AND COHOMOLOGY

S. TRAPANI

Conditions are given, on a domain D of a Stein manifold X, for
the cohomology groups Hq{D\^) to be Frechet-Schwartz spaces for
every q > 0 and every coherent sheaf 3^ on X.

Introduction. Let K b e a complex space and & a coherent sheaf
on V. It is well-known that we can endow Hq(V\3r) of a structure
of topological vector space such that its separated Hq(V;^)/0) is a
Frechet-Schwartz (F.S.) space. It is of some interest to know when
Hq{V\9r) is itself F.S. (For instance it is possible, if the answer is
affirmative, to prove a Kϋnneth formula.) This is the case when V is
Stein and & is any coherent sheaf on V, or when V = X - K, where
X is Stein, K is a compact set with a fundamental system of Stein
neighborhoods and & is a coherent sheaf on X. This is proved in
([3], Theoreme 2.19, page 40).

In this paper we find conditions on a domain Z>, in a connected
Stein manifold X of dimension n > 1, which are sufficient for the
groups Hq{D\Sr) to be F.S. and the cohomology groups with compact
support H%(D;&') to be D.F.S. (Dual of Frechet-Schwartz) for every
q > 0 and every coherent sheaf SF on X. These conditions turn out to
be also necessary if the complex dimension of X is 2. Also we obtain
a cohomology duality theorem for such domains.

Preliminaries. Consider a domain D in a connected Stein manifold
X of dimension n > 1, let S be the union of the connected compact
components of X - D and D' = D U S; the set D' is open and con-
nected ([11] page 30). Let K be a compact subset of X and <9{K)
be the direct limit lim #(U) with the inductive limit topology; let

>UDK

spec <f(K) be the spectrum of &{K), i.e. the set of all nonzero contin-
uous homomorphisms of the algebra (f(K) into C.

Following [13] we say that K is holomorphically convex if the usual
evaluation map g: K —• spec^(AΓ) given by g{x){f) — f(x) is bijec-
tive.
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180 S. TRAPANI

In this paper we will study the domains D which fulfill the following
conditions:

(a) The domain D' is Stein.
(b) Every connected compact component of X - D is a holomor-

phically convex compact set.

2. Cohomological properties. This section is dedicated to the study
of the topology of the cohomology groups Hq{D\SΓ) where D is a
domain in X which fulfills conditions (a) and (b) and & is a coherent
sheaf on D1.

We will prove the following results:

THEOREM 1. //"(a) and (b) hold for D then:
(i) The space Hq(D;&*) is F.S. for every q > 0 and every coherent

sheaf gr on D1.
(ii) If 9* is locally free then H*(D;&) = Ofor 0 < q < n - 1.

THEOREM 2.IfD fulfills (a) and (b) and ST is a coherent sheaf on
D1 then: the image of the restriction map r: T{D'\3r) —• T(D\3r) is
closed. If in addition prof & > 2 then r is bijective while if prof ^ = 1
then r is injective.

THEOREM 3. A domain D in X fulfills conditions (a) and (b) if and
onlyifH«{D;0) = OforO<q<n-l andHn~ι{D;^) is a F.S. space.

To prove these theorems we need some lemmata:

LEMMA 1. Let0->Xq-!-+Yq^Z(*-*0bea short exact sequence
of complexes of F.S. or D.F.S. spaces and continuous linear maps; let:

• Hq{X) -£l> Hq(Y) ^ Hq{Z) £+ Hq+ι (X).. .

be the cohomology exact sequence, then:
(1) The maps I*q, J*q and δq are continuous.
(2) If one of these has a closed image then it is a topological homo-

morphism.

Proof. The maps I*q and J*q are obviously continuous. We denote
with Zq(X)\ Zq(Y) and Zq{Z) the spaces of cocycles and with Bq(X)\
Bq(Y) and Bq{Z) the spaces of coboundaries. The maps πq

x\ π\ and
πq

z will denote the projections:

πq

x:Z
q{X)->Hq(X),

πq

γ:Z
q{Y)->Hq(Y),

πq

z:Z
q{Z)^Hq{Z).
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We have the commutative diagram:

Z«(X) —^ Z«(Y)

i"
Hq(X) -£-> Hq(Y).

If we suppose that Im(I*q) = πf.(Im(/«)) is closed, we get lmlq +
Bq{Y) closed.

Let us take the map τ«: Yq~ι x Z«(X) -> Z«(Γ) defined by τ«(jc, y)
= dγ+x{x) + Iq{y) (where d\, is the coboundary map). Now τq is a
map between F.S. or D.F.S. spaces and has a closed image; then it is
a topological homomorphism. The map ωq: Yq~ι x Zq{X) ->• Hq{X)
given by: ωq(x; y) = π^-(y) is onto and the diagram:

Yq~x x Zq(X) ^

is commutative.
Since πq\ιmii+B4(γ) is still a topological homomorphism, so is I*q.

The proof for J*q is the same.
We now look at δq. To prove that δq is continuous is equivalent to

proving that δq = δq o π | : Z«(Z) -* /ί ί + l (Ύ) is. Now the surjective
homomorphism, Iq:Yq-> Zq is topological, then /«: (79)- l(Z«(Z))
-+ Z*(Z) is topological onto and

is a topological isomorphism. The coboundary map d\ is continuous
and

d W q \ q ) c
and moreover iq+ι is topological and injective; then the map σq =
(iq+ι)~ι o d^ is continuous.

We have that Imσ« c Z« + l (^), so we can define ψq = πγι o σq

and ψq{KeτJq) = 0. The map

Λj
qr\zq{z)) x

ψ KeτJi ι ]

is continuous then so is δq - ψq o (Jq)~ι.
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Now δq is a topological homomorphism if and only if δq is, if and
only if ψq is.

We have Im ψq = I m ^ . So if Im<5* is closed we have πγι(Imσq)
closed and I m ^ + Bq+1(X) = Imcr* closed. Again cr̂  is topological
and so are π^+ 1 |im σ« and ψq. D

LEMMA 2. Lei D be a domain in X, then there exists a locally finite
partition ofS = D'-D made by compact sets, say {Kn}ne^. Let us
putKf

n = U?=iKi andD'n=DuK'n, then:
(1) The set D'n are domains.

(2) The domain D fulfills (b) if and only if each Kn is holomorphically
convex, in this case, each K'n is holomorphically convex also.

Proof. The existence of a locally finite partition of S by compact
sets is proved in ([11] page 29). They are relatively open in S, then (2)
follows from the fact that a compact set K in X is holomorphically
convex if and only if every connected component of K is ([15] page
14). (1) is proved in ([11] loc. cit. page 30). D

LEMMA 3. Let K be a holomorphically convex compact set on X
and SF be a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Then the space
lim Γ(C/;^) with the inductive limit topology is D.F.S.

Proof. Let { Un}ne^ be a fundamental system of open neighborhoods
of A: such that C/Λ+1 c Un.

For every Un, let Un be the envelope of holomorphy of Un. Each
Un is thus a Riemann domain over X.

Let πn: Un —> X be the projection on X; let in: Un —• Un be the
canonical embedding and for n > m let φntm: ϋn —• Um be the map
induced by the inclusion Jn>m: Un -+ Um.

Given the compact sets:

e Un: \f(x)\ <

Consider the projective system (Kn;φntm); the projective limit of this
system is isomorphic to K. Thus for every neighborhood Uno there
exists n\ > n 0 such that for every n > n\ we have:

ĤO I I A ) c inQ(K) ([13] page 513).
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Now if we take ^ * on ϋn as the inverse image sheaf of & through
π, we have an algebraic isomorphism:

m>n

The map Θ? derives from restriction maps and therefore it is contin-
uous for the inductive limit topologies. Moreover K is the projective
limit of Kn so every element in Γ(AΓ;«?") comes from an element in

^) for some n e N. Then we have a continuous map:

m>n

The map p is the inverse of Θ&-. The map Θ&- is therefore a topo-
logical isomorphism.

In a neighborhood of K we have the exact sequence of sheaves:

(2.1) 0 -+ 9 Λ @r A & -* 0 and the corresponding:

0 - T{Kn\&Z) ±> T{Kn\0?) ^ Γ(Kn ,*ϊ) - 0,

0 - Γ(tf;S0 - Γ(^;^ r ) -> Γ(^ ;^) -> 0.

In fact for holomorphically convex compact sets, theorem B holds ([6]
page 73).

The spaces Γ(Kn;&J)9 T{Kn\@ζ), and T{Kn\3^) with the inductive
limit topology are D.F.S. and the maps of the exact sequences are
topological homomorphisms ([2] page 236).

If we pass to the inductive limit we get:

^ ^ + 0

The space T{K\@r) is D.RS. ([2] page 234) and, θ<?r being topo-
logical isomorphism, lim Γ(Kn;<P£*) is D.F.S. also. Since topological

*n

homomorphisms are preserved by passing to denumerable inductive
limit, ([2] page 227) the maps λ and μ are topological. It follows
that lim Γ(Kn

m

9&*) is a Hausdorff space, so it is D.F.S. and its image
through λ is closed. Hence lim T{Kn\^) is D.F.S. D

>n

Let U be an open neighborhood of a compact set K C X and & a
coherent sheaf on U.
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We have the exact sequences:

(2.2) -> Hq

κ{U\^) -£> H*(U;Γ) -£> H*{U - K\

(2.3) l
^ Ω") ^ > Ext*+1(l/ - ^ ;

(Ωn is the sheaf of holomorphic differential « forms).
There exist two short exact sequences of F.S. respectively D.F.S.

spaces, and continuous linear maps, whose cohomology sequences are
(2.2) and (2.3) respectively. If we consider on (2.2) and (2.3) the
induced topologies, then the sequences of the separated spaces are
dual to each other. Moreover:

(α) H*{U - K\&) is F.S. if and only if Ext£~*+1(l/ - K\F\Ωn) is
D.F.S.

(β) m{U\^) is F.S. if and only if Ext£~*+ 1(l/;^;Ωπ) is D.F.S.

(γ) H%(U;&*) is F.S. if and only if Ext l |-*+ 1(A';^;ΩΛ) is D.F.S.
([1] page 1163).

We now can prove the following:

LEMMA 4.I/U is Stein and K is holomorphically convex, then the
topology on Hom(AΓ;y;Ωw) of the sequence (2.3) is D.F.S. and coin-
cides with the inductive limit topology ofΓ(W; Hom(y~; Ωn)), where W
runs in a fundamental system of open neighborhoods ofK.

Proof. We have that Hn{U - K;f) = Hn+ι(U;^) = 0 [9]. Then
Hg^ίU f) = 0 and by (γ) the space HomiK ^ Ω") with the topol-
ogy of (2.3) is D.F.S.

Denote this topology by T.
Note that if W is another Stein neighborhood of K contained in U

then, by excision the T topology on Hom(ΛΓ;^;Ωw) with respect to
W equals that with respect to U.

On the other hand, by Lemma 3, Hom(AΓ;^; Ωn) with the inductive
limit topology is D.F.S.

Denote this topology by L. We must prove that L and T topologies
coincide.

First step: Sf = (9. Let W be an open neighborhood of K in
U and Jw\ H%(U\0) -> H%{W\0) the inclusion map. The map
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Jw oδn-χ: Hn~ι(U -K\<9)-* H£{W;t?) is continuous for the stan-
dard topologies. This is proved in [3] pages 42-43 when K has a
fundamental system of Stein neighborhoods; however the proof in the
general case is the same. Recall now that Hn(U — K;<?) = 0 and by
(a) that Extι

k(U - K ffi Ω") is D.F.S. We can conclude that the dual
map of

]im{Jwoδn-ι):Hn-\U-K\&)-> lim Hg(W;<?)

can be identified with δ0: Hom(K;&;Ωn) -> Ext{(U - K\&\Ωn),
where Hom{K\^\Ωn) has the L topology and Extι

k(U - K\@\Ωn)
has its standard one. With these topologies <5Q is a continuous
map between D.F.S. spaces. Since U is Stein, Homk(U\^;Ωn)
= Ext{(U;&;Ωn) — 0 and <SQ is bijective. Therefore δ0 is a topo-
logical isomorphism. By Lemma 1, δ0 is a topological isomorphism
also if Hom(K;0;Ωn) has the T topology and Ex\ι

k{U-K\0\Ωn) has
its standard one. So L and T coincide on Hom(K;&;Ωn).

In the general case, if & is coherent on U, choose a sequence like
(2.1): on an open Stein neighborhood W of K in U. From this we
derive:

0 -> Hom(^; ΩΛ) -£•> Hom(^ r ; ΩΛ) ±> Im λ1 -> 0

and

(2.4) 0 -

We have the commutative diagram:

0 0

Hom(ΛΓ;<fΓ Ω")

Extι

k(W - K ^ Ω"
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where βi comes from the sequence:

(2.6) >Extq

k(W-K\F\Ωn) -^

The map μf* is obviously L continuous and Γ(ΛT Imλ') with the L
topology is D.F.S., it follows that Imμ'* is L closed. So it is an in-
jective L topological homomorphism. From the diagram (2.5) we
obtain that μf* is T continuous also and has L closed image, there-
fore, by the first step, it has T closed image and it is a T topological
homomorphism. D

Proof of Theorem 1 Given & coherent on D1 we have that
is F.S. and Hn(D;^) = 0, so we must prove that H*(D;&') is F.S. for
0 < q < n - 1.

First step: S compact, & locally free:
Let us choose a Stein neighborhood U of S, since S is holomorphi-

cally convex and U is Stein, Ex\q{S\^\Ωn) = H«{S;Hom(&-;Ωn)) =
0 if q > 0 and Ext£(ί/;^;Ωπ) = 0 if q Φ 0 and q Φ n while

2(
It follows, using the sequence (2.3) that Ex\q

k{U - S ^ Ω") = 0 if
q φ 0 and q φ n while Ex\n

k{U - S\9*\Ωn) is D.F.S. Applying (α) we
derive:

= 0 ifθ<q<n-l and Hn~ι(U -S;^), is F.S.

Second step: S compact, & coherent:
The first step proves our statement if & is locally free, i.e. prof^ =

n. The second step follows by induction on S{^) = n - prof Sr. In
fact: let us choose a sequence like (2.1): 0 -+ & —• &r —• & —> 0, on a
Stein neighborhood W of S in U, where S{3?) < S^) - 1.

(Such a sequence exists by [3] page 243.)
It induces the cohomology sequence:

• Hq(W - S\0r) — Hq{W - S\&) -> Hq+ι{W - 5;^) -*

if 0 < tf < * - 1, then H<*{W-S\@r) = 0 and H«+ι(W-S\&) is F.S.
By induction hypothesis, so Hq(W - S ; ^ ) is F.S. and by excision
H«{U-S;f) is F.S.

If q = n- I the cohomology sequence is:
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By Lemma 1, μn~~ι is a topological homomorphism onto, hence
Hn~x{W - S\9~) is F.S. if and only if I m ! * " 1 is closed. By induc-
tion hypotheses Hn~ι(W - S;&) and Hn~\W - S\0r) are F.S.,
so I m l " " 1 is closed if and only if λ is topological. The spaces
Ext{(W - S;&) and Ex\{{W - S\0r) are D.F.S. and the dual map
of I " " 1 and be identified with the ε\ of the sequence (2.6). Then we
must prove that ε\ is topological or, which is the same, that it has
closed image. From the commutative diagram (2.5) it follows that
we need to prove that Imμ'* is T closed. This has been shown while
proving Lemma 4.

Hence Hn~ι (W-S\ &) if F.S. and again by excision Hn~l{U-S; &)
is F.S. If we choose U = D1 we conclude the proof in case S is compact.

Third step: S is not compact, & is coherent.
Let {Kn}nes be a locally finite partition of S by holomorphically

convex compact sets as in Lemma 2.
Let {Un}neπ be a sequence of disjoint open neighborhoods of Kn,

and U = \Jn Un. We have for q > 0 the topological isomorphisms:

By the second step Hq{D' - Kn;^) is F.S. for every n e N, further
Hq{D' - Kn\3r) = 0 if & is locally free and 0 < q < n - 1. D

Proof of Theorem 2.
First step: S compact.
Let & be a coherent sheaf on Df, since theorem B holds for S, there

is a canonical isomorphism

; ^ ; Ωw) -> Γ(5;Ext^(^; Ωw)) for every q>0.

([3] page 35.)
If prof & > 2 then Extn(^;Ωn) = Extn-{(^;Ωn) = Extn(S;^;Ωn)

= Exln-ι{S;^;Ωn) = 0 and H^{Df;^) = H£{D';f) = 0. Hence the
restriction map r: Γ(D i^) —> Γ(D;^") isbijective. If prof ^ = 1 then
Ext/I(^';Ω/I) = Ex\n{S\Sr\Ωn) = 0, so H^(D;^) = 0 and
is F.S. by (y).

Hence the restriction is injective and has closed image.
If prof & = 0, then there exists a short exact sequence:

(2.7) 0 -+ ̂ ° ( ^ ) Λ ^ — ^ ^ 0 on D' such that:
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τA^r
 )\D'-A — u> l l l c s e t ^ i s discrete on D' and prof^7 > 1. So we

derive the commutative diagram:

0->Γ{D''9

In fact Hι(D';JP°(&~)) = Hl(D\J^(^)) since ^ ° ( ^ ) has discrete
support.

The map r#o is onto (every section on T{D\%%{&~)) can be extended

to D1 as 0); hence Imty D I m ^ o J>o^η = ImΛo = Ker//). So

Im>> = /^(Imfoojy) = l~ι lm(r^olD>) ^ / ^ ( I m ^ ) . Nowprof^7 >

1, therefore Imr^ is closed and so is Imr^. The space H^D' P') is

then F.S.
Second step: S is noncompact.
Let {Kn}new be a locally finite partition of S by holomorphically

convex compact sets. We obtain, as already observed in the proof of
Theorem 1, that Hq

s{D'\^) - Un Hq

Kn{D'\^) for every q > 0. D

Proof of Theorem 3. If D fulfills (a) and (b) then H*{Ώ\ff) = 0 for
0 < q < n - 1 and Hn~ι{D\^) is F.S. by Theorem 1.

Conversely, choose a locally finite partition {J£ r} r e N of S by com-
pact sets. Let K'r and D[ be defined as in Lemma 2. Consider the
Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the pair (D'r\X - K'r):

(2.8) -* Hq{X\@) -+ Hq(D'r\@) x Hq{X - K!r\0) -+ Hq{D;&)

From the hypotheses we deduce that Hq{D'r\0) = 0 if 0 < q < n - 1
while Hn~\D'r\@) is F.S.

But Z>; c D'r+χ and /) ' = L U Ξ N ^
 B y t h e Hartogs theorem the

restrictions rq\ Hq(D'r+x\<?) -• Hq{Ό[\&) are bijective for r e N and
0 < q < n - 1. It follows that Hq(D'\@) = lim H«(D'r\ffi) for 0 <
ί < n - 1 ([5] page 325-339). So H«{D'\<?f^r0 ifθ<q<n-l
and Hn~ι(D';#) is F.S. To prove (a) we must prove that Hn-l(D'\&)
vanishes or, which is the same, that its dual vanishes. By the Serre
duality theorem [Hn-{{D;<?)]' ~ H£{Df;Ω,n). From the sequence:

0 -> Ωn

x_D, -+ ΩΛ -> ΩJ, -> 0 we derive :

0 -> Γ^(X - D' Ω") -> H£{Df;Ωn) - /ζk

1(^;Ω / l) "^ '
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So Hi(D'\ Ωn) ~ Γk{X - D'\ Ωn). By construction the set X - Df has
no compact connected components, then Γk(X - /)'; Ωn) = 0 and (a)
follows.

To prove (b), ί i x r e N , then (2.8) gives that Hq(X - K'r\tf) = 0 for
0 < q < n - 1 and Hn~ι(X - K!r\0) is F.S. Then Hg(X - #/;Ωw) = 0
for q φ 1 and q φ n while H{{X - ^ ; Ω Λ ) and Hg{X - ^ Ω71)
are D.F.S. From the cohomology sequence with compact support of:
0 -» Ωn

χ_κ, -• ΩΛ -• Ω^ ; -* 0, from duality and from the Hartogs
theorem we conclude that Hg(Kf

r;Ω
n) = 0 for every q > 0. Let E be

the vector bundle of holomorphic differential w-forms. The manifold
X is Stein, then for every p € K'r there exists ωp G Γ(X E) with
cύp(p) Φ 0. By compactness we can choose a finite number of sections
ω\,...,ωm such that Πwί^ e ^ : ωm{x) = 0} Π Kf

r = 0. So there
exists an open neighborhood U of K'r and a nowhere zero section on
U of the bundle

Em = EeE -®E.

m times

Hence Em\v has a trivial subbundle F of rank 1. Choosing a Hermi-
tian metric on Em\υ we can construct a subbundle G of Em\u such
that JE^It/ = G Θ i 7. If ^ denotes the sheaf of sections of G we have
for q > 0:

0 = {H<!{K'r;Ω
n))m = H<i{K'r\{Ωn)m) = H*{K'r\0®&)

So H<!(K'r;&) = 0 for q > 0 and A:; is holomorphically convex ([6]
page 73). We conclude by invoking Lemma 2. D

3. A duality theorem. Choose a domain D in X fulfilling (a) and (b),
a locally finite partition {Kn}ne^ oΐS by holomoφhically convex com-
pact sets and a coherent s h e a f s on Df. We consider the ring Γ^(*S;^)
of the sections of &\$ with compact support. There is a canonical
isomorphism between Tk(S\^) and Σ)WΓ(ΛV,<^). We can consider
the inductive limit topology on T(Kn\S^)9 the direct sum topology on
Σn Γ(Kn;^) and the induced topology on Γk(S;^). This is a D.F.S.
topology which does not depend on the partition that we have chosen.
In fact if K is a compact subset of D1 and H\,..., Hm a partition of K
by compact sets, then the inductive limit topology on Γ(K;<$Γ) is the
direct sum of the inductive limit topologies on Γ(//i;«?"). Therefore if
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a n d {^/}/€N a r e t w 0 partitions we have:

This topology on Γ^S;^) will be referred to as the natural topology.

Now consider the sequence:

with the topology derived from its short exact sequence of F.S. space.

REMARK 1. If r: Γ(D';&') -* Y{D\^) denotes the restriction, we
have the following topological isomorphisms:

$ ifq>2.

It follows from Lemma 1.
In this section we want to prove:

THEOREM 4. If D fulfills (a) and (b) then for every q>0, ^
is F.S. and its dual is topologically isomorphic to Γk(S; E x t " " * ^ ; Ω*))
with the natural topology.

To prove this theorem we need to make some other remarks. Let
U be a Stein neighborhood of a holomorphically convex compact set
K CX. For q > 0 the inductive limit topology on T{K\Extq{9'\ζln))
induces a D.F.S. topology on Ext^(ΛΓ;^;Ω") via the canonical iso-
morphism.

We will call this the L topology.
On the other hand, Theorems 1 and 2 of §2 imply that H%(U;&')

is F.S. for every q > 0, then by (y), E x t ^ ^ Ω") with the topology
of the sequence (2.3) is D.F.S. We will call this the T topology.

LEMMA 5. The T and L topologies coincide on Extq(K;^;Ωn) for
every q > 0.

Proof. If q = 0, this is just Lemma 4. If & is locally free, then
E x t ^ J^ Ω") = Γ(tf;Ext*(^;ΩΛ)) = 0 for every q > 0 and the
lemma is proved. If & is coherent, by excision the T topology on
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Ex\q{K\9'\Ωn) does not depend on the choice of the Stein neighbor-
hood of K. The proof is again by induction on S(^) = n- prof &.

Consider a sequence 0 - * ^ — • ^ ? r - ^ > ^ — > 0 o n a Stein neighbor-
hood W of K in U, with S{&) < S(f) - 1. We derive:

(3.1) 0 -

and the isomorphisms σp'λ: Extp~ι(&; Ωn) -* Ext p(^; ΩΛ) when p >
2. Since AT is holomorphically convex (3.1) induces:

0 -

and the isomorphisms: σp~x\ Ex\p~x{K\^\Ωn) -> Ex\p{K\^\Ωn)
when p > 2.

If the spaces have the L topologies all of these are topological ho-
momorphisms.

Since the lemma is proved for p = 0, for the case p = 1 it is enough
to prove that σ° is T continuous. Consider the commutative diagram:

0 0

i I
Hom^ ^ Ω") -£-* Ext̂ ΛΓ ^ Ω")

K

1 1
0 0

where δ^ and δ\^ are those in (2.3) and θ\ is that in (2.6).
Since δ\^ is a topological isomorphism and θ\ o δ0^ is continuous,

it follows that σ° is continuous.
If 2 < /? < n - 1, by induction hypothesis the L and T topolo-

gies coincide on Extp~ι{K;&;Ωn), so we must prove the σp~ι is T
continuous.
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W is Stein, so Extp

k(W;^;Ωn) = 0, Ext£ + 1 (^;^";Ω") i s D.F.S. and
we have the commutative diagram:

Extp-χ{K;&;Ωn) ^U Exi[{W - K & Ω")

I - f [>>
U —• Ext (A. \ϊs\ ΛI J • ExtiL (rr — A. \*y \ l2 j

δPgr is an injective topological homomorphism, the map δPsr o σp~ι =
θp o δp-.\g is continuous, then σp~ι is continuous. If p = n, we will
prove that Ext^ΛT ^ Ω") is finite dimensional. There is a unique
D.F.S. topology on a finite dimensional vector space, so the L and T
topologies must coincide.

If prof^ > 1 then E x t ^ ^ Ω") = 0.
If prof & = 0, we take the sequence:

0 —> %A(&') —• & -*& —• 0 onC^

where ^ ° ( ^ ) | ί / _ y 4 = 0, A is discrete in 1/ and prof<^ > 1. From this
we derive:

Since prof & > 1, Extw(A:;^; Ωn) = 0 and it is enough to prove that
# ; ^ 0 ( ^ ) ^ ) = Extw(ϋΓ nA;X*(&-)\Qn) is finite dimensional.

The set A is discrete in U9 hence A n K = {x\,..., xm}> then

For every / with 1 < / < m, let C/, be an open neighborhood of Xj such
that Ext"(^P(^');Ω' I ) | ϋ i _ { X / } = 0. If Xj eVC Uh then

so

Therefore Γ(C/, ; Ext"(^°(^"); Ω")) is F.S. and D.F.S., it follows that
it is finite dimensional. •

Proof of Theorem 4. The space H$(D';&') is F.S. for every q > 0
by Theorems 1 and 2. Moreover if 5" is compact the theorem follows
from Lemma 5.
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If S is noncompact and {^} 5 € N is a locally finite partition of S by
holomorphically convex compact sets, then:

= Γk(S;Extn-g{&-;Ωn)) by definition. π

4. Cohomology with compact support. Let D be a domain in X
fulfilling conditions (a) and (b), let & be a coherent sheaf on D\ then
we have the following:

THEOREM 5. The cohomology groups H%(D;<9~) with compact sup-
port are D.F.S. for every q>0. IfP is locally free then Hξ(D;^) = 0
for q Φ 1 and qφn.

Proof. Consider the exact sequence of sheaves on D':

and the corresponding exact cohomology sequence with compact sup-
port:

(4.1) 0-

with the topology induced by its short exact sequence of D.F.S. spaces
([1] page 25).

Let {Kn}nen be a locally finite partition of S by holomorphically
convex compact sets, then for q > 1 we have:

It follows that for q > 2 the space H^{D\S^) is isomorphic to the
D.F.S. space Hξ{D';&) [2]. Since Tk{D\Sf) is always D.F.S. it re-
mains to prove that Hjc(D;3r) also is. At this end, suppose first that
prof^"> 1, then

"))]' = 0
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and the map mo is injective. Since H£(D';3r) is D.F.S. the image of
mo is closed and by Lemma 1 it is a topological homomorphism.

Moreover it is enough to prove that Im WQ with the topology induced
by H^{D\^) is D.F.S. (in fact it contains the closure of 0). However
Immo is topologically isomorphic to Γ\ (£;<?") which is D.F.S. since
it is the zero cohomology group of a complex of D.F.S. spaces. If
prof y = 0 we have the exact sequence (2.7) and the corresponding:

Since <^°(^) has discrete support we have:

= 0;

so the spaces H^(D;^) and H£(D\S?) are isomorphic. Now
1 and the theorem follows from the preceding step. If S? is locally
free the theorem follows from Theorem 1 and duality. D

5. The two-dimensional case. If the manifold X has complex di-
mension 2 then we obtain:

THEOREM 6. Let D be a domain in a connected Stein manifold X
of complex dimension 2, 3* a locally free nonzero sheaf on X, then:
Hι(D;&) is F.S. if and only if H%{D\&) is D.F.S. if and only ifD
fulfills (a) and (b).

Proof. lϊD fulfills (a) and (b) then Hι(D;&) is F.S. by Theorems
1 and 5. Conversely as in Theorem 3 we can prove that D fulfills (b)
and that Hι (D' Jϊ?) = 0. To prove (a) we choose a point p e dDf and
an open Stein neighborhood U of p such that J?\u = ^ r . We have
the Mayer-Vietoris sequence:

> Hι(D' n

Now U is Stein and X is two-dimensional, then:

Hι(D';3) = H\U\&) = H2{D' U U\&) = 0.

So
H\D' n U\&) - [Hι{D' ΓΊ U;0)Y = 0.
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Then D1 Π U is Stein ([6] page 65). The domain Df is a locally Stein
manifold, then a Stein manifold. However H£(D;Jϊ?) is D.F.S. if and
only if if H^ H o m ^ Ω2)) is F.S. if and only if D fulfills (a) and (b).

COROLLARY 1. Let X be a two-dimensional connected Stein mani-
fold and D a domain in X\ suppose that there exists a nonzero locally
free sheafs in X such that Hι(D;&0) is F.S. or H*(D;&0) is D.F.S.
Let & be a coherent sheaf on D't then:

(1) The groups Hj$(D;&') are F.S. for every q > 0 and their dual
spaces are topologically isomorphic to Γ^S E x t ^ ^ Ω2)) with the
natural topology.

(2) The groups H^(D;^) are D.F.S. for every q>0.

Proof. It follows from Theorems 4, 5 and 6. D
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